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Programmability


- Software defined networking


- Network automation


- Network function virtualization


- Programmable data plane


Application


- Network monitoring 

- In-network computing


- Machine learning for networking

Course outline

Warm-up


- Introduction (history, principles)


- Networking basics


- Networking data structures and algorithms


- Network transport


Data centers


- Data center networking


- Data center transport
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Learning objectives
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How can we support different monitoring tasks with a unified data plane data structure?

How can we detect “heavy hitters” completely in the data plane?



How can we detect “heavy hitters” completely in the data 
plane?



Monitoring tasks
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Network monitoring is fundamental in network performance optimization and security

Traffic engineering 

Flow size distribution

Anomaly detection (DDoS) 

Entropy, traffic changes

Worm detection 

Superspreaders

Accounting 

Heavy hitters



Network monitoring
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The use of a system to constantly monitor a computer network for slow or failing 
components and that notifies the network admins in case of outages or other trouble

Monitor

ping, traceroute

SNMP, sFlow

Use data plane network management 
tools like ping/traceroute to diagnose 

network issues

Send (sampled) traffic to a 
dedicated network monitor to 

analyze network traffic



Today’s network monitoring problems
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Expensive and inefficient Cannot capture microbursts No visibility = no control



Network monitoring tasks
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What do we want to know from the network?

Which path did my 
packet take?

Which rules on the switch 
did my packet follow?

How long did my packet 
queue at each switch?

Who did my packet share 
the queue with?

1 2

3 4

I visited switch 1 @720ns, 
switch 7 @1.8us

In switch 1, I followed rules 
39 and 102. In switch 9…

Delay: 100ns, 300ns, 
10200ns…

Flow 1: src1->dst1,

Flow 2: src2->dst2…

How can we obtain such per-packet information in real time?



In-band network telemetry (INT)
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Leverage the programmability of switches to insert monitoring 
information in the packet header along the network path

Use P4 to implement logic on switches 
to insert the switch ID, the ingress 

timestamp, the egress time stamp, and 
queue information in the packet header.

Collect network monitoring 
information from the packet 
header at the receiver side

ETH IP TCP INT



How can we detect “heavy hitters” completely in the data 
plane?



Heavy hitters
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Network flows that are larger (in number of packets or bytes) than a 
fraction t of the total packets seen on the link or the top k flows by size

Flow-1: 1750

Flow-2: 1320

Flow-3: 800


…

Flow is defined by combinations of packet 
header fields, e.g., 5-tuple (src_ip, dst_ip, 

src_port, dst_port, protocol).

Challenge: finer-grained flows → larger size and number of keys → more bits to 
represent the key and more entries to track

Number of flows could be 
tens of thousands and higher



Design goals and constraints
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Assume all functionalities need to be implemented in the 
switch data plane, not involving the control plane

Accuracy: false positives (reporting a non-heavy flow as heavy), false negatives (not 
reporting a heavy flow), error in estimating the sizes of heavy flows

Overhead: total amount of memory for the data structure, the number of matching stages 
uses in the switch pipeline



Existing solutions
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Monitor 

sFlow/NetFlow

Packet sampling: use 
aggressively flow sampling rage 
(1% or 0.01%) → low accuracy

Streaming algorithms: use 
count-min / count sketches → 

does not track flow entities



Can we simply use O(k) counters?
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Assume we aim to obtain the top-k heavy flows

Flow-1

Flow-8

Flow-7

Flow-2

Flow-4

122

94

73

69

47

Top-5

Flow-9 46

Flow-3 31

Flow-1

Flow-8

Flow-7

Flow-2

Flow-4

122

94

73

69

47

Top-5

Flow-9 48

Flow-3 31

2 packets from 
Flow-9 arrive

Actual count, 
not tracked

Actual count, 
tracked

Flow-9 should be 
in top-5 instead 

of Flow-4



The space-saving algorithm
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A counter-based algorithm that uses O(k) counters to track k heavy flows

Flow-1

Flow-8

Flow-7

Flow-2

Flow-4

122

94

73

69

47

Top-5

Actual count, 
tracked

1 packet from 
Flow-9 arrives

Flow-1

Flow-8

Flow-7

Flow-2

Flow-9

122

94

73

69

47+1

Flow-1

Flow-8

Flow-7

Flow-2

Flow-4

122

94

73+1

69

47

1 packet from 
Flow-7 arrives



Properties of the space-saving algorithm
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Suppose the true count of flow key_j is c_j and its count in the table is val_j

Flow-1

Flow-8

Flow-7

Flow-2

Flow-4

122

94

73

69

47

Property 1: no flow counter in the table is ever underestimated, 
i.e., c_j <= val_j

Property 2: the minimum value in the table val_r is an upper 
bound on the overestimation error of any counter, e.g., val_j <= 
c_j + val_r.

Property 3: any flow with true count higher than the average 
table count, i.e., c_j >= C/m will always be present in the table (C 
is the total packet count added into the table)

Ahmed Metwally, Divyakant Agrawal, Amr El Abbadi. Efficient computation of frequent and 
top-k elements in data streams. International Conference on Database Theory (ICDT), 2005.



Properties of the space-saving algorithm
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Suppose the true count of flow key_j is c_j and its count in the table is val_j

Flow-1

Flow-8

Flow-7

Flow-2

Flow-3

122

94

73

69

47

Property 2: the minimum value in the table val_r is an upper bound on the overestimation 
error of any counter, e.g., val_j <= c_j + val_r.

val_r0

Flow-1

Flow-8

Flow-4

Flow-7

Flow-2

122

94

88

75

72 val_r

val_j - c_j <= val_r0 <= val_r

Flow-4

Flow-1

Flow-8

Flow-7

Flow-2

Flow-4

122

94

73

69

48



Challenges in implementing the space-saving algorithm on switches
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Flow-1

Flow-8

Flow-7

Flow-2

Flow-4

122

94

73

69

47

If the flow has appeared in the table: hash to the 
flow key and increment the corresponding counter.

If the flow is not contained in the table: find the 
minimum counter in the table, replace the key with the 

current flow key, and increment the counter

How to find the minimum counter in the table?



Recall the PISA pipeline
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Match-action tables are arranged in stages, where only 
one memory access is allowed in each stage.

Memory (SRAM)

Stage-1 Stage-2 Stage-3 Stage-4 Stage-5 Stage-6



Challenges in implementing the space-saving algorithm on switches
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Flow-1

Flow-8

Flow-7

Flow-2

Flow-4

122

94

73

69

47

If the flow has appeared in the table: hash to the 
flow key and increment the corresponding counter.

If the flow is not contained in the table: find the 
minimum counter in the table, replace the key with the 

current flow key, and increment the counter

Read k locations, and write back to one location → multiple memory access

Sorted linked list or priority queue → hard to maintain on switches



Optimization with sampling
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Instead of reading all k positions, sample at d positions where d << k

Flow-1

Flow-8

Flow-7

Flow-2

Flow-4

122

94

73

69

47

Flow-7

h_1

h_2

h_d

Flow-1

Flow-8

Flow-7

Flow-2

Flow-3

122

94

73

69

47+1

Flow-3

h_1

h_2

h_d

If the flow key appears in one of 
the hashed locations, increment 

the corresponding counter.

Otherwise, choose the smallest counter 
among the d positions, and replace the 

key and increment the counter.

Number of memory reads: d, number of memory writes: 1



Optimization with multi-stages
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Split the counter table into d stages and read only once per stage

Flow-7
h_1

Flow-7 h_2 Flow-7

h_d

First pass through all stages to identify the minimum counter

Second pass to update the counter with the minimum count

Second pass → packet recirculation for every packet → the bandwidth is halved



ACM SOSR 2017



Feed-forward packet processing
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Two key ideas: tracking a rolling minimum and always inserting in the first stage

First stage: if key k is a match, increment the counter and finish processing; otherwise, always insert the new 
key with count 1 at the hashed location and carry the old one (B here) with the metadata to the next stage



Feed-forward packet processing
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Two key ideas: tracking a rolling minimum and always inserting in the first stage

Later stages: compare the counter at the hashed position (with the key from the metadata) and the 
counter from the metadata, replace the key-counter in the table if the one carried in the metadata is larger



Feed-forward packet processing
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Two key ideas: tracking a rolling minimum and always inserting in the first stage

Later stages: compare the counter at the hashed position (with the key from the metadata) and the 
counter from the metadata, replace the key-counter in the table if the one carried in the metadata is larger



Feed-forward packet processing
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Two key ideas: tracking a rolling minimum and always inserting in the first stage

Later stages: compare the counter at the hashed position (with the key from the metadata) and the 
counter from the metadata, replace the key-counter in the table if the one carried in the metadata is larger



Feed-forward packet processing
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Two key ideas: tracking a rolling minimum and always inserting in the first stage

Last stages: evict a relatively small flow



HashPipe summary
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Split hash table into d stages

Empty

Match

Mismatch

Insert with value 1 Insert key and value carried

Increment value by 1

Insert new key with 
value, evict and 
carry key in table

Coalesce value carried with 
value in table

Keep key with higher value 
and carry the other

Condition Stage 1 Stage 2-d



HashPipe implemented in P4
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All required functionalities are supported in P4



How can we support different monitoring tasks with a unified 
data structure in the data plane?



Monitoring tasks
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Network monitoring is fundamental in network performance optimization and security

Traffic engineering 

Flow size distribution

Anomaly detection (DDoS) 

Entropy, traffic changes

Worm detection 

Superspreaders

Accounting 

Heavy hitters



Task-specific data structures
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For different monitoring tasks, different data structures are developed in the data plane

Packet processing Packet processing Packet processing

Counter data 
structures

Counter data 
structures

Counter data 
structures

Pre-deployed 
monitoring algorithms

App-level metric App-level metric App-level metric

Heavy hitter Entropy Superspreader

Tight binding between data plane and control plane, not general!



The ideal case
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One sketch to rule them all

Packet processing

General sketch

App-level metric App-level metric App-level metric

Heavy hitter Entropy Superspreader

Control plane

Data plane

Traffic

Late binding between control plane monitoring tasks and the data plane data structure



ACM SIGCOMM 2016

Yes, that is possible!



Universal streaming
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Basic streaming algorithms: assume a stream of length m with n unique items

Universal streaming

1 1 5 1 3 3 1 2 4 6 5 …

Frequency vector: 

Frequency moments:

< f1, f2, ..., fn >

<latexit sha1_base64="51DyABayn3zA7tUXwPW77c6+YzU=">AAAB+nicbVDLSsNAFL3xWesr1aWbYBFclJCUii6KFNy4rGAf0IYwmU7aoZNJmJkoJfZT3LhQxK1f4s6/cdpmoa0HLvdwzr3MnRMkjErlON/G2vrG5tZ2Yae4u7d/cGiWjtoyTgUmLRyzWHQDJAmjnLQUVYx0E0FQFDDSCcY3M7/zQISkMb9Xk4R4ERpyGlKMlJZ8s1QPfbcS+tWKbdu682vfLDu2M4e1StyclCFH0ze/+oMYpxHhCjMkZc91EuVlSCiKGZkW+6kkCcJjNCQ9TTmKiPSy+elT60wrAyuMhS6urLn6eyNDkZSTKNCTEVIjuezNxP+8XqrCKy+jPEkV4XjxUJgyS8XWLAdrQAXBik00QVhQfauFR0ggrHRaRR2Cu/zlVdKu2m7NvrirlRv1PI4CnMApnIMLl9CAW2hCCzA8wjO8wpvxZLwY78bHYnTNyHeO4Q+Mzx8seZH/</latexit>

Fk =
nX

i=1

fk
i

<latexit sha1_base64="fuN8yWZW7MbVEJe1JXQhyInuGnk=">AAACAXicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdSO4GSyCq5JIRRcWCoK4rGAf0KZhMp20Q2YmYWYilFA3/oobF4q49S/c+TdO2yy09cCFwzn3cu89QcKo0o7zbS0tr6yurRc2iptb2zu79t5+U8WpxKSBYxbLdoAUYVSQhqaakXYiCeIBI60gup74rQciFY3FvR4lxONoIGhIMdJG8u3DGz+CVdhVKfczWnXHPQFDn/Yi3y45ZWcKuEjcnJRAjrpvf3X7MU45ERozpFTHdRLtZUhqihkZF7upIgnCERqQjqECcaK8bPrBGJ4YpQ/DWJoSGk7V3xMZ4kqNeGA6OdJDNe9NxP+8TqrDSy+jIkk1EXi2KEwZ1DGcxAH7VBKs2cgQhCU1t0I8RBJhbUIrmhDc+ZcXSfOs7FbK53eVUu0qj6MAjsAxOAUuuAA1cAvqoAEweATP4BW8WU/Wi/Vufcxal6x85gD8gfX5A/B4lew=</latexit>

F2

<latexit sha1_base64="x2bLWpeEkcEz8HIy5kxcwIiwL/k=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyGiB48BATxGNE8IFnC7KQ3GTI7u8zMCiHkE7x4UMSrX+TNv3GS7EETCxqKqm66u4JEcG1c99vJra1vbG7ltws7u3v7B8XDo6aOU8WwwWIRq3ZANQousWG4EdhOFNIoENgKRjczv/WESvNYPppxgn5EB5KHnFFjpYfbXqVXLLlldw6ySryMlCBDvVf86vZjlkYoDRNU647nJsafUGU4EzgtdFONCWUjOsCOpZJGqP3J/NQpObNKn4SxsiUNmau/JyY00nocBbYzomaol72Z+J/XSU145U+4TFKDki0WhakgJiazv0mfK2RGjC2hTHF7K2FDqigzNp2CDcFbfnmVNCtlr1q+uK+WatdZHHk4gVM4Bw8uoQZ3UIcGMBjAM7zCmyOcF+fd+Vi05pxs5hj+wPn8AcHDjXE=</latexit>

can be obtained with Count 
sketch or AMS sketch

One algorithm solves one problem

1 1 5 1 3 3 1 2 4 6 5 …

Frequency vector: < f1, f2, ..., fn >

<latexit sha1_base64="51DyABayn3zA7tUXwPW77c6+YzU=">AAAB+nicbVDLSsNAFL3xWesr1aWbYBFclJCUii6KFNy4rGAf0IYwmU7aoZNJmJkoJfZT3LhQxK1f4s6/cdpmoa0HLvdwzr3MnRMkjErlON/G2vrG5tZ2Yae4u7d/cGiWjtoyTgUmLRyzWHQDJAmjnLQUVYx0E0FQFDDSCcY3M7/zQISkMb9Xk4R4ERpyGlKMlJZ8s1QPfbcS+tWKbdu682vfLDu2M4e1StyclCFH0ze/+oMYpxHhCjMkZc91EuVlSCiKGZkW+6kkCcJjNCQ9TTmKiPSy+elT60wrAyuMhS6urLn6eyNDkZSTKNCTEVIjuezNxP+8XqrCKy+jPEkV4XjxUJgyS8XWLAdrQAXBik00QVhQfauFR0ggrHRaRR2Cu/zlVdKu2m7NvrirlRv1PI4CnMApnIMLl9CAW2hCCzA8wjO8wpvxZLwY78bHYnTNyHeO4Q+Mzx8seZH/</latexit>

G-sum =
nX

i=1

g(fi)

<latexit sha1_base64="OBHF4T16gxql9cw6aHnWQHmEa1w=">AAACC3icbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUUubIUGIhWFXIloYCFhoGcE8IInL7GQ2GTI7u8zcFcOS3sZfsbFQxNYfsPNvnDwKTTxwuYdz7mXmHi8SXINtf1uppeWV1bX0emZjc2t7J7u7V9dhrCir0VCEqukRzQSXrAYcBGtGipHAE6zhDS7HfuOeKc1DeQvDiHUC0pPc55SAkdxsrg3sAZKrYx0HI1zGbdPdhJed0Z3EvYLv8iM3m7eL9gR4kTgzkkczVN3sV7sb0jhgEqggWrccO4JOQhRwKtgo0441iwgdkB5rGSpJwHQnmdwywodG6WI/VKYk4In6eyMhgdbDwDOTAYG+nvfG4n9eKwb/vJNwGcXAJJ0+5McCQ4jHweAuV4yCGBpCqOLmr5j2iSIUTHwZE4Izf/IiqZ8UnVLx9KaUr1zM4kijA5RDBeSgM1RB16iKaoiiR/SMXtGb9WS9WO/Wx3Q0Zc129tEfWJ8/iuaaEQ==</latexit>

Can we compute an arbitrary 
function with a single sketch



Theory of universal streaming
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Theorem 1: There exists a universal approach to estimate G-sum when function g(*) is non-
decreasing such that g(0) = 0 and g(x) does not monotonically grow faster than x^2.

Theorem 2: A universal sketch construction can be used to estimate G-sum with high 
probability using poly-logarithmic memory.



Intuition of universal sketch
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Informal definition: Item i is a g-heavy hitter if changing its frequency f_i significantly affects its G-sum.

Case 1: There is one sufficiently large g-heavy hitter. Most of mass is concentrated at this 
heavy hitter. Use L2 heavy hitter algorithm to find such a heavy hitter.


Case 2: There is NO single sufficiently large g-heavy hitter. Approximate with L2 heavy hitters 
on a series of sampled substreams of increasingly smaller size. 

Vladimir Braverman, Rafail Ostrovsky. Zero-one frequency laws. ACM STOC, 2010.

L2 norm = (
nX

i=1

f2
i )

1/2

<latexit sha1_base64="UriXbtm2nDf8+sqi3rB/VdyJV08=">AAACFHicbVA9SwNBEN3zM8avqKXNYhAUId6FiBYGAjYWFhGMEfJx7G32dMnu3rE7J4bjfoSNf8XGQhFbCzv/jZuYQqMPBh7vzTAzL4gFN+C6n87U9Mzs3HxuIb+4tLyyWlhbvzRRoilr0EhE+ioghgmuWAM4CHYVa0ZkIFgz6J8M/eYt04ZH6gIGMetIcq14yCkBK/mFvTawO0jPylhFWma4infaJpF+yqte1lU49Hm3vNtNvf1y5heKbskdAf8l3pgU0Rh1v/DR7kU0kUwBFcSYlufG0EmJBk4Fy/LtxLCY0D65Zi1LFZHMdNLRUxnetkoPh5G2pQCP1J8TKZHGDGRgOyWBGzPpDcX/vFYC4VEn5SpOgCn6vShMBIYIDxPCPa4ZBTGwhFDN7a2Y3hBNKNgc8zYEb/Llv+SyXPIqpYPzSrF2PI4jhzbRFtpBHjpENXSK6qiBKLpHj+gZvTgPzpPz6rx9t04545kN9AvO+xdIyp0N</latexit>



Universal sketch data structure
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1 1 5 1 3 3 1 2 4 6 5

1 1 5 1 1 2 5

5 2 5

2

0

1

log(n)

Level Substreams

Heavy hitter 
algorithm

Heavy hitter 
algorithm

Heavy hitter 
algorithm

Heavy hitter 
algorithm

Count sketch, etc.

1(4), 3(2), 5(2)

1(4), 5(2), 2(1)

5(2), 2(1)

2(1)

Heavy hitters and counters

50% possibility to stay

50% possibility to stay

50% possibility to stay

key(count)



From universal sketch counters to G-sum
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Can be applied to network monitoring tasks: heavy hitter, DDoS victim detection, 
change detection, entropy estimation, global iceberg detection



UnivMon implementation
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Where to implement which functionality?

Packet processing

General sketch

App-level metric App-level metric App-level metric

Heavy hitter Entropy Superspreader

Traffic

Sampling (P4 
hash functions)

Sketching (P4 
registers)

Top-k (P4 hash 
functions + registers)

App estimation 
(custom libraries)

Require 
priority queue



UnivMon implementation
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Where to implement which functionality?

Packet processing

General sketch

App-level metric App-level metric App-level metric

Heavy hitter Entropy Superspreader

Traffic

Sampling (P4 
hash functions)

Sketching (P4 
registers)

Possible top-k (P4 hash 
functions + registers)

App estimation 
(custom libraries)

Slightly 
increased comm. 

overhead

Top-k



Summary
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Monitor

Implementing heavy hitter detection completely in the data plane and support various 
monitoring tasks with a unified sketch data structure in the data plane.



Next time: in-network computing
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When the network becomes the computer!


